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Introduction!
Managerial talent is one of the major sources of sustainable competitive advantage that a 
company has because its value is almost directly reflection of the managers’ decisions. If this 
were not true, good or bad leaders within an organization would make no difference in their 
success or failure. A strong management team within a company can inspire creativity, increase 
productivity and help keep the company strong against their competition. There are many 
factors that affect business, and leadership is among the most important when it comes to 
boosting the performance of a company. 

Since we are based in Spain and our product helps to develop the leadership skills of our users, 
we were naturally curious about what the current state of leadership is in Spain. This led us to 
this experiment, and ultimately to some enlightening conclusions.  

Frame!Work!
There are multiples factors that come into play when discussing leadership in specific place, 
including personality, background, environment, cultural difference and many more. For this 
survey, we decided to base our research on the Full Range Leadership Model (FRLM). The FRLM 
is one of the most widely accepted theories in leadership thinking today, and uses 12 
dimensions that are proven to be important to good leadership. These 12 dimensions can then 
be used to construct a profile for any leader. The 12 dimensions are split into 3 types of 
leadership: transactional leadership, instrumental leadership, and transformational leadership. 

!Transactional!Leadership!(2!dimensions)!
Transactional leadership is a style of leadership in which the leader promotes compliance of his 
or her followers through both rewards and punishments. These leaders are not looking to 
change the future, they are looking to merely keep things the on the tracks. This type of 
leadership can be limited in isolation, but it is an essential part of any well-rounded leader. This 
tends to work well when pursuing short-term goals within well-structured groups. This 
Leadership style includes the following first-order dimensions:  

• Contingent reward and punishment: Rewarding high performance and punishing low 
performance. 

• Non-contingent punishment: The leader punishes for things that are misunderstood by 
follower or out of follower control. 

Instrumental!Leadership!(4!dimensions)!
This is defined as a class of leader behaviors concerning the enactment of expert knowledge 
towards the fulfillment of organization-level and task performance. You can find the following 
dimensions in this kind of leadership: 

• Environmental Monitoring – The capacity of the leader to know how the outside world 
evolves and interacts with his day-to-day work. 

• Path Goal – The ability to provide resources and remove obstacles in order to help his 
or her followers to fulfill their goals.  

• Strategy Formulation and Implementation – Making vision specific and assuring it is 
understood. 
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• Outcome Monitoring – The habit of providing feedback on mistakes, helping followers 
to correct and avoid them. 

!Transformational!Leadership!(6!dimensions)!
Transformational leaders are proactive, raise follower awareness for transcendent collective 
interests, and help followers achieve extraordinary goals. The dimensions associated with this 
kind of leader are: 

• Articulating a vision – The leader can develop and communicate vision in a clear and 
effective way. 

• Providing a model – Leading by example (e.g. the participation of a leader in the actual 
project). 

• Group Process/Goals – The ability to foster collaboration, group process, and team 
spirit. 

• High performance expectations – Leaders who possess this kind of trait develop and 
expect the highest possible results. 

• Intellectual stimulation – Refers to leader actions that appeal to followers’ sense of logic 
and analysis by challenging followers to think creatively and find solutions to difficult 
problems. 

• Individualized support – This is the characteristic of the leader who serves as an 
effective coach and mentor to followers, providing them with support and tools.  
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Methodology!
We wanted to determine the “average” boss for each region of Spain. In order to accomplish 
this, we created a survey asking participants about the different characteristics of their boss. 
The survey was conducted throughout Spain via www.comoestujefe.es. 

The survey consisted of 15 questions stemming from a scientifically developed leadership model 
covering the 12 dimensions explained above. During the survey we asked people to choose the 
character that best represents their boss, grade their bosses on a scale of 10, and specify their 
boss’ gender, their own gender, and their ZIP code.  

The survey questions were based on following ten dimensions:  

• Contingent reward and Contingent punishment: My boss gives me feedback 
when I perform well or poorly.  

• Articulate vision: My boss inspires others because he has a clear vision. 
• Provide model: My boss leads by example. 
• Group process: My boss creates a team spirit within the team in order to achieve a 

common goal. 
• High expectations and Strategy Formulation: My boss always demands our best 

performance in order to accomplish our mission. 
• Individualized support: My boss shows respect for my personal feelings. 
• Intellectual stimulation: My boss asks questions that prompt me to think. 
• Environmental monitoring: My boss has a clear sense of what needs to be changed 

in our organization. 
• Outcome monitoring: My boss helps me correct my mistakes. 
• Path-Goal: My boss tries to facilitate as far as possible my goal achievements. 

After gathering more than 500 results, we uploaded the data to SPSS for analysis. The yes/no 
questions were analyzed using a Chi-square test in order to find significance in the means 
between the analyzed groups (e.g. male/female or Catalonia/Spain). This test was chosen 
because of the binary nature of both variables. Furthermore, the leadership score was tested 
with an independent sample t-test in order to examine the means of the analyzed groups for 
significant differences. This test was chosen since both binary and interval variables are 
involved.  

All hypotheses were then tested with a one-sided 95% confidence interval. The hypotheses 
were only accepted in cases where the 95% confidence interval holds true, which means that 
there is indeed a significant statistically difference in the means of the two analyzed groups. 
Hence, the given frequencies and means are not only valid in absolute numbers, they also hold 
statistical power due to their established significance. 

Once we analyzed the data, the most relevant finding was the differences between the leaders 
from Catalonia and the rest of Spain. Some findings about differences between genders also 
caught our attention. 
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Results!
In this section we will explain our findings about the 12 dimensions. As an introduction, Catalan 
leaders out-scored leaders from the rest of Spain in one dimension, while only being out-scored 
by the rest of Spain in one area.  

!

Contingent!reward/punishment!(No!difference)!
Contingent reward or punishment is understood as the leader’s ability to effectively reward or 
punish their followers in a way that motivates them to achieve their goals. This provides 
positive reinforcement for a job well done or negative feedback when a task is done poorly, as 
to encourage employees to effectively complete their tasks and meet their goals in a 
professional and timely fashion. 

Looking at the full data set we gathered, we can see that 63% of employees have reported that 
their boss has this ability. Catalan employees reported that a 64% of the bosses use the 
contingent reward or punishment dimension versus 61% in the rest of Spain. Our analysis 
suggests that there is no statistical significance with the difference between Catalan and the 
leaders from rest of Spain in the contingent reward/punishment dimensions. Therefore, 
according to our data, there is no difference between Catalan leaders and leaders from rest of 
Spain in this dimension. 

 

My boss gives me feedback when I perform either good or bad
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Articulating!a!vision!(Difference)!
This dimension represents the capability of a leader to visualize and articulate what the 
institutional mission and values are. It is the ability to look to the future, to define aspirations, 
and to describe the type of organization they want to become (their vision). 

As a whole, 63% of leaders inspire their followers by having a clear vision where the other 37% 
of leaders do not. Our data shows that 52% of Catalan leaders have a good ability to articulate 
a vision, while only 44% of leaders in the rest of Spain have this skill. In this case, the 
difference is statistically significant, and we can therefore say with 95% confidence that leaders 
from Catalonia are perceived to be more visionary than those from the rest of Spain. 

 

My boss inspire others because he has a clear vision

 

!

Providing!a!model!(No!difference)!
The “lead by example” dimension is underlined by the belief that people will follow a leader 
when they know that the leader truly believes what he or she says. When the leader’s actions 
support what they say, the people can comfortably trust their leaders.  

54% of employees believe that their boss does lead by example, while the remaining 46% 
believe their boss does not. 

In this case, Catalan responded that their bosses provided an example in the 54% of the time, 
while rest of Spain answered that their bosses provide an example in the 52% of the cases. Our 
analysis suggests that there is no significant statistical difference between Catalans and the rest 
of Spain in this dimension. Therefore, according to our data, there is no difference between 
how effectively Catalan leaders and leaders from rest of Spain lead by example.  

 

My boss leads by example
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Group!process!(No!difference)!
This dimension refers to two specific functions. First, the capability of a leader to participate in 
the group and insure that the group's goal is attained. Secondly, to motivate the team, deliver 
success, and be a resource that group members can reach out to for help. 

The results show that 50% of the Spanish employees have reported that their bosses have the 
ability to create a team spirit to achieve a common goal. Our data shows that in 51% of the 
cases, a Catalan leader has the ability to create good team spirit among the team, while only 
48% of the rest of Spain’s leaders demonstrate this skill. Our analysis suggests that there is no 
significant statistical difference between Catalonia and the rest of Spain in this dimension.  

 

My boss creates a team spirit within the team in order to achieve a common goal

 

!

!

High!expectations!and!Strategy!Formulation!(No!difference)!
In this section we merged two dimensions: high expectations and strategy formulation. We did 
this to reduce the survey length. Since the question measures both accomplishing the mission 
and expectation the best performance, we believe that we are not losing accuracy in testing 
both dimensions simultaneously.  

According to our data, 78% of the Spanish leaders have high expectations for their followers in 
order to realize their goals. Catalan employees reported that 78% of their bosses have high 
performance expectations or punishment dimension, versus 77% in the rest of Spain. Our 
analysis suggests that there is no statistical significance here.  

 

My boss always demands our best performance in order to accomplish our 
mission 
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Individualized!support!(No!difference)!
This is the characteristic of the leader who serves as effective coach and mentor to followers, 
providing them with support and tools. Leaders with this skill help others to learn, grow and 
become more effective in their jobs. 

Looking at the data we gathered, we can see that 61% of the Spanish employees have 
reported that their boss shows respect for their personal feelings.  

In this case, Catalans responded that 61% of their bosses provide effective individualized 
support, while rest of Spain answered that 60% of their bosses provide effective support. Our 
analysis suggest that there is no statistical significance between Catalonia and the leaders from 
the rest of Spain in this dimension. Therefore, according to our data, there is no difference 
between Catalan leaders and the leaders from rest of Spain when it comes to individually 
supporting their followers. 

My boss shows respect for my personal feelings
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Intellectual!stimulation!(Difference)!
Leaders with this capability provide an intellectually stimulating atmosphere, while challenging 
employees to create and do more than they expected. This leader looks for problem solutions 
that will hold up over an extremely long time, and are open to new ideas for improving 
systems. 

According to our data, 59% of the Spanish leaders have the skill of intellectually stimulating 
their employees. Catalans responded that 55% of their bosses provide intellectual stimulation, 
while rest of Spain answered that 64% their bosses provided it. The difference is statistically 
significant. Therefore, we can say with 95% certainty that people from the rest of Spain 
indicated their leaders to be more intellectual stimulating than those from Catalonia. 

 

My boss asks questions that prompt me to think
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Environmental!monitoring!(No!difference)!
Leaders with this skill specify their objective and identify the internal and external factors that 
are favorable and unfavorable to achieving that objective. These leaders also effectively 
observe their environment to see what is good for their organization or department.  Therefore, 
they have the capacity to know how the outside world evolves and interacts with their day-to-
day work. 

Looking at the data we gathered, we can see that 51% of the Spanish employees indicated 
their boss has a clear sense of what needs to be changed in their organization. 

Catalan employees reported that a 52% of their bosses show environmental monitoring skills 
versus 50% in the rest of Spain. Our analysis suggests that there is no statistical significance 
with the difference between Catalan and the rest of Spain leaders in this dimension. 

 

My boss has a clear Sense of what needs to be changed in our organization
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Outcome!monitoring!(No!difference)!
This dimension has to do with the capability of a leader to provide feedback on mistakes, and 
helping followers to correct and avoid them. This feedback gives information about how to 
correct mistakes in order to more effectively align the individuals’ efforts to the goal. 

57% of Spanish employees asked believe that their boss provides feedback on mistakes. 
Catalan employees reported that 58% of their bosses use this capability as opposed to a 55% 
in the rest of Spain. Our analysis suggests that there is no statistical significance in the 
difference in this dimension. 

 

My boss helps me correct my mistakes
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PathPgoal!(No!difference)!
This dimension refers to ability of the leaders to encourage and support their followers in 
achieving the goals they have been set by making the path that they should take clear and 
easy. By clarifying the path so subordinates know which way to go, they remove roadblocks 
and increase the rewards along the route. This dimension refers to the ability to provide 
resources and remove obstacles in order to help followers to fulfill their goals.  

According to our data, 59% of the Spanish leaders facilitate a path for employees to achieve 
their goals. Catalans responded that their bosses facilitate the path to their goals in the 57% of 
the cases, while the rest of Spain answered that their bosses facilitate it in the 62% of the 
cases. Our analysis suggests that there is no statistical significance with the difference between 
Catalan and the rest of Spain leaders in this dimensions. Therefore, according to our data, there 
is no difference between Catalan leaders and the leaders from rest of Spain here. 

 

My boss helps me correct my mistakes
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Overall!leadership!grade!(No!difference)!!
Spanish employees as a whole rated their boss with an average score of 6.16. The average 
scores for leaders in Catalonia and the rest of Spain were 6.37 and 5.65 respectively. Our 
analysis suggests that there is no statistical significance with the difference between Catalan 
and the rest of Spain leaders in the 1-10 rating scale. Therefore, according to our data, there is 
no difference between Catalan leaders and the leaders from rest of Spain. 
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Secondary!findings!
!

Female/male!
 

• According to our entire set of data, both female and male leaders tend to facilitate the 
males goal’s more than they do to female’s goals.  
 

My boss tries to facilitate as far as possible my goal achievements  
(% of yes answer) 

 

 

 

• We found a significant difference between male Catalan leaders and male leaders from 
the rest of Spain. Catalan male leaders tend to create more team spirit within the group 
than the others in order to achieve a common goal. This difference was not significant 
on female leaders. 
 

My boss creates a team spirit within the team in 
 order to achieve a common goal  

(% of yes answer) 
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Leaders!personality!
 

As explained earlier, we provided a set of recognizable leaders, and allowed participants to 
choose the one that most closely resembled their boss. The names and the explanation were as 
follows: 

• Guardiola – a leader that provides a model, clear strategy formulation, and has a 
strong ability to articulate the vision. 

• Risto Mejido – a high expectation leader who punishes and rewards when appropriate 
(Contingent Reward). 

• Zapatero – a laisse-faire leader that makes popular decisions. 
• Aznar – a totalitarian leader who does what he thinks is best even if the rest of the 

team does not agree. 
• Del Bosque – a leader that makes fair decision (contingent reward), with the main 

goal of fostering collaboration and team spirit (Group Process) 
• Mourinho – a leader that provides resources and removes obstacles (Path-Goal 

oriented), while having high expectations. He often blames external factors for his own 
errors.  

In Catalonia the most chosen leader was Guardiola, which received 28% of the vote from 
Catalans surveyed. The rest of Spain most often chose Del Bosque and Aznar, who each 
received 21% of the vote.  
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Comparison!/!Conclusion:!The!Spanish!leader!
Scoring Spanish leaders on each dimension allows us to construct a profile for these leaders. 
Below are three graphs for the three classifications in our survey: the Spanish leader (full data 
set), the Catalan leader (using data from Catalonia alone), and the leaders from the rest of 
Spain (using data from Spain excluding Catalonia). The Spanish leader scores high on high 
expectations and strategy formulation. This might explain the tremendous change Spain has 
experienced in the last 50 years.  

Spain has evolved from a dictatorship with a low profile economy to being a fully recognized 
member of the EU and one of the top 15 economies in the world, according to IMF. On the 
other hand, the lower score in articulation of vision, providing a model, environment 
monitoring, and group process may explain the poor management of the recent crisis, 
especially in its earlier stage. 

 

 

Comparing!Catalonia!and!the!rest!of!Spain!
The cultural differences between Catalonia and the rest of Spain are not remarkably strong 
because of the constant interactions between all of the regions in the country. There is also a 
generous population of people living in different parts of Spain than they are native to. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that the Catalan leaders and the leaders from rest of Spain only 
differ in two dimensions. Below you see a graph of all the dimensions for both Catalan leaders 
and the leaders from the rest of Spain. 
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We can see that there are not many differences between Catalan and the leaders of the rest of 
Spain. According to our data, there are only two statistically significant differences. Catalan 
leaders have a more clear vision that helps them to better engage with their followers. The 
leaders from the rest of Spain are better in intellectual stimulation that help to challenge and 
stimulate their followers. 

Improving!Leadership!in!Spain!and!beyond.!!
Ways to improve:  

• Taking Initiative: Go above and beyond at your current position. 
• Critical Thinking: Good leaders are able to foresee potential problems before they 

happen. 
• Listening Effectively: Without listening skills, you are not able to get feedback from 

others and get a sense of what team members like about the projects they work on. 
• Motivate Others: John Quincy Adams said, “If your actions inspire others to dream 

more, learn more, do more and become more, you are a leader.” 
• Discipline: Discipline is required in order to execute the goal. Even if you have a vision 

or a good idea, it's useless without discipline. 
• Constant Learning: John F. Kennedy said, "Leadership and learning are indispensable 

to each other.” 

• Know How to Delegate: Theodore Roosevelt said, "The best executive is the one 
who has sense enough to pick good men to do what he wants done, and self-restraint 
to keep from meddling with them while they do it.” 

Future!Research!!
We have only briefly mentioned the average Spanish leader. This is because we believe that, 
during future research, it would be important to collect a more proportional data set that is 
more similar to the population of Spain, and represents a more accurate picture of the situation. 

Furthermore, additional questions about each dimension should be asked with the purpose of 
covering more aspects of each dimension. We chose the ones we thought were the most 
accurate representation, however there were some characteristic of each dimension we were 
not able to ask. Finally, a more in-depth analysis on the differences in dimensions between 
regions should be performed to ensure results are completely valid.  
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About!the!authors!
We are Treeveo, a dynamic team based in Barcelona dedicated to developing 
leaders and getting large projects done. We often see large projects being made unnecessarily 
complex and have seen people over-complicate things with endless Excel Aerobics. As a result 
we decided to develop a software platform that makes project execution simple and easy. It 
moves the complex stuff to external files and eliminates project elitism. We believe 
accomplishing a goal is done by defining what needs to be done, and then executing. We 
believe in a world where results come with less complexity and less costs. We provide a tool to 
help leaders improve their skills. 
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